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Abstract—Generating the maximum number of visual patterns by uncovering the entire space of possible visual designs remains a challenge within the construction process of information visualization. Users interact with different mindsets consisting of design, data analysis, application development, and hardware resource usage. Therefore, they desire a flexible and productive interface that keeps them clued into the design process without requiring knowledge of the underlying technical system. A general model was applied to a prototype to demonstrate the benefits and restrictions of this construction process and to contribute toward bringing different mindsets together.
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INTRODUCTION

Data scientists, decision makers, information designers, and data-driven journalists face the same challenge of seeking meaningful patterns in large datasets [17][26][10]. Supporting this seeking process through an interactive visual analytical system can help these professionals of different mindsets uncover insights, especially from unknown datasets [15]. However, the number of visual encodings—and thus, the space of possible visualization designs—is extremely large [14]. The aforementioned users desire a simple and intuitive visual system that delivers meaningful representations quickly [14]. Currently, this requires a different skill set involving design, data analysis, application development, and hardware resource allocation. Specifically, technical and programming skills are necessary to exploit the full potential of visual mapping within the design process of data visualization. However, this can lead to a time-consuming process involving the development of custom visualizations, which is a deviation from the actual design process. In the worst case, only a subset or very highly aggregated datasets are used to shorten the creation process [2]. This harms the exploration process, meaning that “people spend substantially more time working with small datasets than massive ones [5].”

Work in this direction is rooted in the “visual programming” paradigm, which embodies access to the creation of unlimited visualization designs. A number of software systems, development frameworks, or libraries with a notion of the data-flow process have been implemented [1][4][7][13], but their simplification is still an open issue. The goal of this paper tries to describe a blueprint that shifts from a programming-oriented approach to one that is more modeling-oriented in order to minimize the cognitive distance between creation and the resulting data visualization.

A closer look at the process of creating data visualizations and their influencing factors is necessary to answer the above research questions. The contribution puts up a “no developing, more modeling” position for discussion that redirects users of visual systems to focus on the design process through a generic interface without requiring to have programming knowledge.

1 CROSS-DOMAIN UNDERSTANDING

The design of visual representations stays within the spectrum of fully capable visual programming environments and pre-defined model sets of visualizations accounting for basic user needs and task requirements [22]. Cross-domain advances in Astronomy [18], Biology [23], Business [20], Epidemiology [3], Healthcare [6], Manufacturing [12], Security [21], and Software development [24] show the increasing individuality in understanding data and the use of information visualization. However, this individuality comes at the cost of productivity, resulting from a time-consuming process of programming. In general, the more flexible a visual system, the more time is required by a user to be productive with it. In contrast, the easier the system design, the less likely it is that a user will have the necessary control over system customization [11]. Constructing a visual structure within the range between flexibility and productivity require a formal
description encompassing the possible number of visual designs in preparation of a semantic, syntactic, and lexical model specification. This description follows the knowledge creation process (Fig. 1) to construct and apply a model for pattern discovery [27]. While flexibility is described as generating the maximum number of visual designs is productivity defined as the quick and understandable construction of data visualizations with minimal knowledge efforts [11]. For this purpose, a prototype will be developed and analyzed under the practical implications to fulfill the flexibility and productivity needs.

2 VISUAL ENCODING

Visual analytical systems aim to provide the capability of generating the maximum number of possible representations of an underlying dataset. If the total number of visual perspectives is limited (i.e., set of only predefined charts), the resulting number of patterns is restricted as well. This can affect the discovery of insights, decisions making, telling of data-driven stories, or finding responses to hypothetical questions.

2.1 Shaping Data Representations

In shaping, the creation of data representations is conducted by shaping data attributes to visual properties. Shaping is defined as the process of combining attributes (A), operations (O), and visual properties (V) based on a composite model representation for uncovering meaningful patterns from the underlying dataset.

Attribute mapping, including their applied operations on visual properties, can be described through the following function:

\[ d(x) \quad \text{data function} \quad s(x) \quad \text{shape function} \]

\[ d: A \rightarrow O \quad s: O \rightarrow V \]

\[ s \circ d: A \rightarrow V, x \mapsto (s \circ d)(x) = s(d(x)) \]  

(1)

The function encompasses the available compositions of attributes, operations and visual properties to provide the entire set of possible visual encodings. This allows users to choose from these quantified set identifying patterns in the creation process via the interplay of human cognition and information visualization [19].

3 MODELING VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS

A model representation built based on an interactive user interface must be suited to a generalized system for creating data visualizations, as well as support intuitive usage with minimal knowledge. This demands a syntactic and semantic model that represents model elements and allows for their direct manipulation through rapid, incremental, and reversible operations so that users can learn by a layered or spiral approach [25]. This allows users to learn a set of model elements, which they can practice on and expand their knowledge based on direct feedback. “What the user needs to pay attention to is the components or behavior of the components that the user can see in an actual application environment, not the syntax of low-level computer-oriented language.”[16]

The following model abstraction in Fig. 1 covers the shaping process of visual properties, pre-attentive attributes, and patterns. The model arranges selected visual properties within a group. In this way, a pre-attentive attribute includes a chain of visual properties that can be summarized in an overall pattern. This model can be applied to selected datasets and used operations.
The goal of this approach is to divide the construction process into atomic model elements. These model elements can be used flexibly to build individual visual representations. Furthermore, the shaped elements can connect abstract data with visual characteristics [9].

These benefits help bring together the different mindsets of visual design, data analysis, application development, and hardware resource use, and share their knowledge of constructing meaningful insights.
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